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a b s t r a c t
This paper considers a system of autonomous mobile robots that can move freely in a two-
dimensional plane, and where a number of them can fail by crashing. The crash of a robot
can be either permanent or temporary, that is, after its crash the robot either executes no
action or it recovers from its failure. These robots repeatedly go through a succession of
activation cycles during which they observe the environment, compute a destination and
move. In particular, we assume weak robots, in the sense that robots cannot communicate
explicitly between each other. Also, they cannot remember their past computations (i.e.,
they are oblivious). Finally, robots do not agree on a common coordinate system.
In this paper, we address the fault-tolerant flocking problem under the crash-recovery
model. That is, starting from any initial configuration, a group of non-faulty robots are
required to form a desired pattern, and move together while following a robot leader
moving on some trajectory, and keeping such a pattern in movement. Specifically, we
propose a fault-tolerant flocking algorithm in the semi-synchronous model that allows
correct robots to dynamically form a regular polygon in finite time, and maintain it in
movement infinitely often. Our algorithm relies on the existence of two devices, namely
an eventually perfect failure detector device to ensure failure detection, and also an
eventual leader device to handle leader election. The algorithm tolerates permanent crash
failures, and also crash-recovery failures of robots due to its oblivious feature. The proposed
algorithm ensures the necessary restrictions on the movement of robots in order to
avoid collisions between them. In addition, it is robust with respect to changes in the
environment.
© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Background.During the past decade, increasinglymore research has been focusing on the coordination and self-organization
of mobile robot systems involving multiple simple robots working together, rather than a single highly-complex one. This
view ismotivated by a variety of reasons, including reducedmanufacturing costs, increased fault resilience, improved overall
maneuverability, or simply better polyvalence of the system. The challenge is however to ensure enough coordination so
that themultiple robots appear as a single coherent system rather than as a set of independent entities. Consider for instance,
a group of robots working together in unknown environment to carry out missions such as search and rescue or cooperative
exploration. To maximize the capability of performing tasks collaboratively as a team, robots need to achieve and maintain
a coherent group movement. This problem is referred to as flocking. In other words, robots need to move together while
keeping some shape in movement, like a flock of birds or soldiers. Flocking is not an end in itself, but rather can be used as a
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component of a larger multi-robot system, for instance simplifying the transport of objects by a large number of robots, or
organizing the nodes of a distributed sensing system.
In this paper, we consider a system in which the robots are represented as points moving in the plane. Each robot
executes its own instance of the same algorithm, which consists of repeatedly (1) observing the environment, (2) computing
a destination, and (3)moving toward it. Robots are semi-synchronous in the sense that if robots are activated simultaneously,
they see the same thing. Otherwise, they can see the environment only when the other robots have already finished
their moves. In addition, we assume that robots do not share a common coordinate system, apart from the unit distance.
Finally, robots are identical (i.e., the algorithm cannot distinguish them), and they are oblivious, meaning that robots do not
retain any information from past activations. This last assumption is useful both for memory management and because an
algorithm designed for such robots is inherently self-stabilizing.1
The main problem studied in this paper, namely the flocking problem, requires that a group of robots move together,
staying close to each other, and keeping some desired formation while moving. Numerous definitions of flocking can be
found in the literature [1,11–13], but few of them define the problem precisely. The rigorous definitions of the problem
suppose the existence of a leader robot and require that the other robots, called followers, follow the leader in a desired
fashion [1,2,14], such as by maintaining an approximation of a regular polygon. In particular, Gervasi and Prencipe [1]
have provided a flocking algorithm for asynchronous robots based on a leader–followers model, but introduce additional
assumptions on the speed of the robots. Their algorithmworks for formations that are symmetricwith respect to the leader’s
movement, without agreement on a common coordinate system (except for the unit distance). However, their algorithm
requires that the leader is fixed in advance, and distinguished from the robot followers.
Later on, Canepa and Potop-Butucaru [2] built upon the work of Gervasi and Prencipe [1], and proposed a flocking
algorithm, also in an asynchronous system with oblivious robots. First, the robots elect a leader using a probabilistic
algorithm. After that, the robots position themselves according to a specific formation. Finally, the formation moves ahead.
Their algorithm only lets the formation move straight ahead. Although the leader is determined dynamically, once elected
it can no longer change. In the absence of faulty robots, this is a reasonable limitation in their model. Specifically, the above
two algorithms do not work properly in the presence of failures of robots, and their adaptation is not straightforward.
The variant of the problem that we consider in this paper requires that the robots form, and move while maintaining
an approximation of a regular polygon, in spite of the possible presence of faulty robots. Robots may fail by crashing, and a
crash is either permanent or temporary. Although we do consider the presence of a leader robot to lead the group, the role
of leader is assigned dynamically, and any of the robots can potentially become a leader. In particular, after the crash of a
leader, a new leader must eventually take over that role. Furthermore, the leader decides its trajectory dynamically, and it
is unknown to the other robot followers.
The first result on fault-tolerant flocking was by Souissi et al. [3], in which they proposed a flocking algorithm for a k-
bounded asynchronous robot system in the permanent crash model. The algorithm relies on the assumption that robots’
activations follow a k-bounded asynchronous scheduler, in the sense that the beginning and end of activations are not
synchronized across robots (asynchronous), and that while the slowest robot is activated once, the fastest robot is activated
at most k times (k-bounded). The algorithm realizes the flocking of robots by maintaining an approximation of a regular
polygon while moving. However, it does not allow the rotation of the formation. In later work, Yang et al. [4,5] proposed a
fault-tolerant flocking algorithm on the semi-synchronous model, where also the activation of robots follow a k-bounded
scheduler, however the rotation of the formation is allowed.
Although the above two works investigated the flocking only in the permanent crash model, achieving the flocking was
quite difficult. In fact, the authors made a lot of additional assumptions and restrictions on the movement of robots, which
weremainly necessary for the detection of faulty robots, and the election of a new leader for the flock. Hence,we can imagine
that handling the crash and recovery will become quite complicated, and need a large number of tedious assumptions
because of the weak capabilities of robots. For instance, robots cannot communicate directly. To avoid such a complication,
we suppose the help of a failure-detection oracle, which encapsulates the necessary assumptions to identify faulty robots.
In particular, our algorithm uses an eventually perfect failure detection oracle, together with an eventual leader election
oracle to handle leader election. Subsequently, our algorithm appropriately handles the complication caused by crash and
recovery. We believe that this algorithm is a good example to show the benefit of a modular based approach for mobile
robot algorithms.
Contribution. The contribution of this paper is as follows: First, we give a rigorous definition to the flocking problem in the
crash recovery model. Second, we propose a fault-tolerant flocking algorithm in a very weak robot model. In other words,
this paper proposes a fault-tolerant flocking algorithm whereby a group of oblivious correct robots dynamically form a
regular polygon in a finite number of steps, and maintain it in movement infinitely often, by following the movement of
a robot leader moving on its trajectory. In particular, our algorithm allows correct robots to solve the flocking problem in
the semi-synchronous model, by tolerating permanent and crash-finite-recovery failures of robots. Although our algorithm
relies on the existence of failure detector and leader election oracles, it is designed for robots with very weak capabilities
working on a failure-prone system. Finally, considering oblivious robots makes the proposed algorithm very robust in the
sense that it can tolerate additions, removals and relocations of any of the robots.
1 Self-stabilization is the property of a system which, starting in an arbitrary state, always converges toward a desired behavior [9].
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Structure. The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the system model and the
terminology used in the paper. In Section 3,we describe our flocking algorithm in the crash-recoverymodel, and in Section 4,
we prove its correctness. Finally, in Section 5, we conclude the paper.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. System model
Robot model. In this paper, we consider the system model of Suzuki and Yamashita [8], which is defined as follows. The
system consists of a set of autonomous mobile robotsR = {r1, . . . , rn} roaming on a two-dimensional plane devoid of any
landmark. Each robot is modeled and viewed as a point in the plane, and equipped with sensors to observe the positions
of the other robots. In particular, each robot proceeds by repetitively observing the environment, performing computations
based on the observed positions of robots, and moving toward the computed destination. This behavior constitutes its cycle
of sensing, computing, andmoving. The sequence look-compute-move is called the cycle of a robot.
The robots are anonymous, in the sense that they cannot be distinguished by their appearance, and they do not have
any kind of identifiers that can be used during their computation. In addition, there is no direct means of communication
among them. Hence, the only way for robots to acquire information is by observing each other’s positions. In this paper, we
assume that the robots are oblivious (i.e., memory-less), which implies that they are unable to remember their past actions
and observations, and thus, their computations cannot be based on previous observations and computations.
In this model, time is represented as an infinite sequence of discrete time instants t0, t1, t2, . . . , during which each robot
can be either active or inactive. When a robot becomes active, it performs a look-compute-move cycle. In particular, the
robots execute their activities of observation, computation and movement instantaneously, and thus a robot observes the
other robots only when a cycle begins.
The cycle of a robot is finite, and the activation of robots is determined by an activation schedule, which is unpredictable
and unknown to the robots. At each time instant, a subset of the robots becomes active, with the guarantees that: (1) every
robot becomes active at infinitely-many times (fairness), (2) at least one robot is active during each time instant, and (3) the
time between two consecutive activations is finite.
In this model, each robot uses its own local x–y coordinate system which includes an origin, a unit distance, and the
directions of the two x and y axes, together with their orientations. However, the robots share neither knowledge of the
coordinate systems of the other robots, nor of a global coordinate system, except the unit distance.
Failure model. In this paper, we address permanent crash and crash-recovery failures of robots. Before we define the failure
model in more details, we classify robots as follows: A robot is said to be stable if it eventually becomes up (correct), or it
eventually becomes down (i.e., the robot executes no actions forever). A robot is said to be unstable if it alternates between
the two states up and down infinitely often. A robot is said to be good, if it is stable and it is eventually up. On the other hand,
a robot is said to be bad, if it is stable and eventually down or it is unstable.
In this model, we assume that robots are equipped with an eventually perfect failure detection device. Intuitively, an
eventually perfect failure detector is responsible for monitoring the operational state of all robots in the system. The failure
detector may make mistakes at the beginning, however, it eventually gives a correct view of the system. If robot ri believes
robot rj to be down, we say that ri suspects rj. Otherwise, if ri believes rj to be up, we say that ri trusts rj. So, the output of the
eventually perfect failure detector is the list of trusted robots, that is robots that are detected to be correct. An eventually
perfect failure detector, called♦P for the crash-recoverymodel as defined by Freiling et al. [10], has the following properties:
• Completeness: (1) every stable-bad robot is eventually and permanently suspected by all good robots, (2) no unstable-bad
robot is permanently trusted by good robots.
• Accuracy: every good robot is permanently trusted by all good robots.
Note that, if there are no unstable robots in the system, then eventually all good robots agree on robots that are currently up.
Since unstable robots may cause an infinite number of mistakes by the eventual perfect failure detector oracle, we assume
a crash-finite-recovery model, in which there exists no unstable robots, and eventually every robot stays up or down.
In the crash-finite-recovery model, we say a crash is permanent if the robot is stable and eventually down. But, the robot
stays physically in the system, and it is seen by the other correct robots. Alternatively, a crash is temporary if a robot crashes,
and then it recovers within a reasonable amount of time, and becomes eventually up. The above definition of crash-finite-
recovery model implies that there is a time GST 0, called Global Stabilization Time, which is unknown to robots, after which
all robots detect and agree on the same set of correct robots. In this paper, we assume that there exist at least three good
robots in the system.
2.2. Problem definition
The problem addressed in this paper is the fault-tolerant flocking by a group of oblivious mobile robots. Before we define
the problem more rigorously, we first give the following definitions:
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Definition 2.1 (Formation Problem). Let R = {r1, . . . , rn} be a set of robots, and a given formation F = Formation
(P1, . . . , Pn) with n ≥ 3, we say that robots inR solve the formation problem, if starting from any arbitrary configuration
at time t0, there exists t ≥ t0 such that each robot ri ∈ R occupies a distinct point Pi ∈ F .
In this paper, we assume that the formation F is a regular polygon. We denote by d, the length of the polygon edge (known
to the robots), and by α = (n− 2)180◦/n, the angle of the polygon, where n is the number of robots to form F , with n ≥ 3.
Definition 2.2 (Fault-tolerant Formation Problem). The fault-tolerant formation for a set of robots R = {r1, . . . , rn} is
defined as the formation problem for the set of correct robotsR′ ⊆ R, where |R′| ≥ 3.
Definition 2.3 (Fault-tolerant Flocking Problem). Given a group of robots R = {r1, . . . , rn}, we say that robots solve the
fault-tolerant flocking problem if there exist infinitely many time instants t0, t1, . . . , such that at any time ti, robots in R
solve the fault-tolerant formation problem, and a correct robot r∗ ∈ R (referred as leader) is located on its trajectory T .
Furthermore, given two positions pj and pk of robot r∗ on the trajectory T at time tj and tk, respectively (tj ≠ tk), then pj ≠ pk
when r∗moves between tj and tk.
The trajectory T of the robot leader is given as a sequence of discrete points. It can be also determined dynamically by the
robot leader. However, the other robot followers do not know the trajectory of the leader. That is, in the algorithm, robots
cannot use the information of the trajectory.
In order to elect a robot leader among the group, we need some leader election mechanism. In this paper, we assume
that the leader election is given by an eventual leader oracle, calledΩ , which is defined as follows:
Definition 2.4 (Eventual LeaderΩ). Given a set of correct robots S at time GST0, there is a finite time GST ≥ GST 0, which
is unknown to robots, such that after GST , every invocation of the eventual leader oracle by a correct robot returns r∗ as
leader, with r∗ ∈ S.
Note that, betweenGST 0 andGST , theremay be no leader, ormany leaders, in the system.However, afterGST , it is guaranteed
that only a single robot leader is in the system, and all robots agree on the same robot leader.
2.3. Notations
Smallest enclosing circle. The smallest enclosing circle of a set of points P is denoted by SEC, and its center is called o. It can
be defined by either two opposite points that form the diameter of SEC, or by at least three distinct points. The smallest
enclosing circle is unique, and it can be computed in O(n) time [6].
Voronoi diagram. The Voronoi diagram Voronoi(P) of a set of points P = {p1, . . . , pn} is a subdivision of the plane into n cells,
one for each point in P . The cells have the property that a point q belongs to the Voronoi cell of point pi, denoted Vcellpi(P),
if and only if, for any other point pj ∈ P , dist(q, pi) < dist(q, pj), where dist(p, q) is the Euclidean distance between p and q.
In particular, the strict inequality means that points located on the boundary of the Voronoi diagram do not belong to any
Voronoi cell. Significantly more details about Voronoi diagrams are surveyed by Aurenhammer [7].
Before we proceed, we give the following notations that we will use throughout the paper. Let A and B be two points,
where AB indicates the segment starting at A and terminating at B, and dist(A, B) is the length of such a segment. We denote
by [AB), the ray starting at A and passing through B. Finally, let S be a set of robots, then |S| indicates the number of robots
in S.
3. Fault-tolerant flocking in the crash-recovery model
In this section, we present a fault-tolerant flocking algorithm for mobile robots in the crash and recovery fault model.
The algorithm allows a group of oblivious correct robots to dynamically generate a regular polygon, and move together
by following the movement of a robot leader on some trajectory. The algorithm solves the flocking problem in the crash-
finite-recovery model, and relies on the existence of an eventually perfect failure detector, and an eventual leader election
oracles.
The flocking algorithm is depicted inAlgorithm1, and it guarantees that (1) there is no collision between robots, especially
when there is instability in the system. That is, when the failure detection device makes mistakes about the status of robots,
and also before the leader election oracle gives the same output for all correct robots. The collision avoidance is due to the
use of Voronoi diagrams. In particular, a robot can move only within its Voronoi cell. (2) The robot leader moves on the
trajectory. (3) Correct robots form dynamically the regular polygon in finite time with the leader, which is moving on its
trajectory. The overall idea of the algorithm is as follows. Recall that robots are anonymous, and they do not share a common
coordinate system, so correct robots need some way to find their targets on the polygon. The polygon construction starts
from the position of the leader, which is given by the eventual leader oracle. After that, two correct robots must form the
first two edges of the polygon with the position of the leader. We call the angle delimiting the first two edges of the polygon
as αL.
In order to restrict the number of angles that can be formed at the position of the leader with two correct robots to
a unique angle αL, robots proceed as follows: first, robots compute the smallest enclosing circle SEC of the positions of
correct robots. The angle αL must have as bisector the ray starting at the position of the leader, and passing through the
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Algorithm 1 Fault-tolerant Flocking (code executed by robot ri)
1: When ri is activated
2: ri takes a snapshot of the positions of all robots;
3: R:= the set of positions of all robots in the system including faulty ones;
4: Scorrect := Output of♦P Failure Detector Oracle onR;
5: L := Output of Eventual Leader Oracle on the set Scorrect ;
6: if (|Scorrect | ≥ 3) then {at least three correct robots}








Algorithm 2 Flocking Leader: code executed by a robot leader L.
1: procedure Flocking_Leader(R, Scorrect , L)
2: d := the desired distance of the polygon edge;
3: T := the trajectory of the leader;
4: M := |Scorrect |;
5: α := (M − 2)180◦/M;
6: Compute Voronoi(R);
7: Compute SEC(Scorrect );
8: o:= center of SEC;
9: if (L = o) then {the leader is at the origin of SEC}
10: Move within Vcellri (R) to different point on trajectory T ;
11: end if
12: if (L /∈ T ) then {the leader is not on trajectory}
13: if (T ∩ SEC = ∅) then
14: Move within Vcellri (R) to nearest point from trajectory T ;
15: else {T ∩ SEC ≠ ∅}
16: if (L ∈ boundary(SEC)∧ no faulty robot blocks the leader from moving) then
17: Move within Vcellri (R) on SEC toward p, such that p ∈ T ∩ SEC with Restriction 3.1 and Restriction 3.2;
18: else
19: Move within Vcellri (R) toward some p ∈ T ∩ SEC;
20: end if
21: end if
22: else {the leader is on trajectory}
23: if (M = 3 ∧ L ∈ inside(SEC)) then
24: if (T ∩ SEC * {rj, rk}, with {rj, rk} ⊂ Scorrect ) then
25: Move within Vcellri (R) to p ∈ (T ∩ SEC);
26: else
27: Move within Vcellri (R) to p ∈ boundary(SEC);
28: end if
29: else
30: if (∀rj ∈ Scorrect , F = Formation(P1, . . . , PM ) is formed) then
31: if (no faulty robot on T prevents leader from moving) then
32: Move within Vcellri (R) to a desired point on trajectory T ;
33: else
34: Move within Vcellri (R) to some point p /∈ T ;
35: end if
36: else {formation is not formed}
37: ∆:= Ray starting at leader’s position L, and passing through o;
38: αL := angle equal to α and having as bisector∆;
39: Compute F = Formation(P1, . . . , PM ) such that, P1 = L, and PMP1P2 = αL;
40: if (Some targets on F are occupied by faulty robots) then
41: Move within Vcellri (R) to some different point on T ;
42: else if (∀rj ∈ Scorrect − {L}, rj ∈ boundary(SEC)) then
43: Compute the rays∆1 and∆2 starting at L, and at angle α/2 from∆ in both directions;
44: p1 := ∆1 ∩ SEC;
45: p2 := ∆2 ∩ SEC;
46: if (∀rj ∈ Scorrect − {L}, rj is unable to move on SEC to p1 or p2 because of faulty robots) then









center of SEC. Therefore, as long as αL is not formed, correct robots need to keep SEC invariant. When the angle αL is
formed, robots are allowed to break SEC, and move to occupy the remaining targets of the polygon.
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Algorithm 3 Flocking Follower: code executed by a robot follower ri.
1: procedure Flocking_Follower(R, Scorrect , L)
2: d := the desired distance of the polygon edge;
3: M := |Scorrect |;
4: α := (M − 2)180◦/M;
5: if (F = Formation(P1, . . . , PM ) is formed) then {regular polygon is formed}
6: Do_Nothing();
7: else
8: Compute SEC(Scorrect );
9: o:= origin of SEC;
10: ∆:= Ray starting from leader’s position L, and passing through o;
11: αL := angle equal to α, with∆ its bisector, and formed by L, and two correct robots;
12: Compute the two rays∆1 and∆2 starting at L, and at angle α/2 from∆ in both directions;
13: Compute Voronoi(R);
14: if (αL is formed) then {the first angle of the formation is formed }
15: Compute targets of F = Formation(P1, . . . , PM )with P1 = L, and PMP1P2 = αL;
16: if (ri ∈ ∆1 ∧ ri is nearest to L in∆1) ∨(ri ∈ ∆2 ∧ ri is nearest to L in∆2) then
17: ri moves linearly on∆1 or∆2 within Vcellri (R) toward its corresponding target;
18: else if (∃Pi ∈ Vcellri (R)) ∧(Pi /∈ ∆1 ∧ Pi /∈ ∆2) then
19: Move to nearest target Pi in Vcellri (R);
20: else
21: Move to last point on Vcellri (R) toward a nearest target Pi;
22: end if
23: else {αL is not formed yet; keep SEC invariant}
24: if (ri /∈ boundary of SEC) then
25: if (M = 3) then
26: Move within Vcellri (R) to the boundary of SEC;
27: else {M > 3}
28: Zone1 := Vcellri (R) ∩ SEC ∩∆1;
29: Zone2 := Vcellri (R) ∩ SEC ∩∆2;
30: if (Zone1 ≠ ∅) ∨ (Zone2 ≠ ∅) then
31: Move linearly to last point in rip, such that dist(L, p) = dwithin non empty Zone1 or Zone2;
32: end if
33: end if
34: else {ri ∈ boundary of SEC}
35: Pc (t):= the set of correct robots on the boundary of SEC at time t;
36: if (|Pc (t)| = 2) then {only two robots are on SEC}
37: Do_Nothing();
38: else
39: p1 := SEC ∩∆1; p2 := SEC ∩∆2;
40: prevri (t) := direct clockwise neighbor of ri on Pc (t);
41: nextri (t) := direct counter-clockwise neighbor of ri on Pc (t);
42: αprevri (t):= the angular distance from ri to prevri (t);
43: αnextri (t):= the angular distance from ri to nextri (t);
44: αm(t + 1):= the angular movement of ri at time t + 1;
45: if (M ≤ 4) then
46: Move within Vcellri (R) on boundary of SEC to nearest point p1 or p2 , with Restriction 3.2;
47: else
48: if (the number of correct robots on the largest arc p1p2
⌢ is≤ 2) then
49: if (ri ∈ largest arc p1p2⌢ ) ∧ (ri ≠ p1 ∧ ri ≠ p2) then
50: Do_Nothing();
51: else if (ri = p1) ∨ (ri = p2) then
52: Move within Vcellri (R) on boundary of SEC toward direct neighbor located on the largest arc p1p2
⌢ , with Restriction 3.2;
53: else {ri /∈ largest arc p1p2⌢ }
54: Move within Vcellri (R) on SEC to nearest point p1 or p2 , with Restriction 3.2;
55: end if
56: else {the number of correct robots on the arc p1p2
⌢ is more than two}








Before we describe the algorithm in more detail, we first give the following restrictions that are imposed on the
movements of robots that are located on the boundary of SEC before the construction of the first two edges of the polygon
(angle αL) with the position of the leader. These restrictions are needed in order to preserve the invariance of SEC until αL
is formed by two correct robots and the position of the leader:
Restriction 3.1. If the angle αL is not yet formed, then correct robots located on the circumference of the smallest enclosing circle
SEC do not move unless there are at least three such robots with distinct positions. That is, when SEC is formed by two correct
robots located on the diameter, these two robots are not allowed to move.
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Restriction 3.2. Let Pc(t) be the set of correct robots on the boundary of SEC at time t, and ri one such robot. Let prevri(t)
(resp., next ri(t)) denote the direct clockwise (resp., counter-clockwise) neighbor of ri on Pc(t). Let also αprevri (t) and αnextri (t) be
the angular distance from ri to prevri(t) and next ri(t), respectively. Then, the angular movement of ri at time t + 1, denoted by




≤ αm(t + 1) ≤
π − αnextri (t)
2
.
The above restriction ensures that the movement of correct robots located on the smallest enclosing circle SEC at time t
does not leave an empty angle greater thanπ , or else SEC would no longer be the smallest circle enclosing all correct robots.
We now describe the algorithm in more detail as follows. First, when robot ri becomes active, it executes the following
steps:
• Robot ri calls the eventually perfect failure detector♦P module to get the set of correct robots, Scorrect .• Robot ri calls the eventual leader election module, and gets the position of the leader, L.• Depending on the status of robot ri, ri executes the procedure described in Algorithm 2; Flocking_Leader(R,Scorrect, L) if
it is the leader. Otherwise, it executes Algorithm 3, Flocking_Follower(R,Scorrect, L).• Robot ri computes the smallest enclosing circle SEC of the positions of correct robots.• Robot ri computes Voronoi diagram of the positions of all robots on the system.• If robot ri is the leader, then it has to move within its Voronoi cell to a point which is located on its trajectory T . We
distinguish the following cases depending on the leader’s position:
(1) If the leader is located at the center of SEC, then it has to move to a different point on its trajectory, otherwise robots
cannot compute uniquely the first two edges of the polygon. That is, robots cannot compute the bisector of the angle
αL which passes through the center of SEC and the position of the leader (Algorithm 2, line 10).
(2) If the leader is not located on its trajectory T , and T ∩ SEC = ∅, then it has to move within its Voronoi cell to
some point on T (Algorithm 2, line 14). Otherwise, if T ∩ SEC ≠ ∅, and the leader is on SEC, then it has to move
within its Voronoi cell to p ∈ SEC ∩ T , without breaking SEC if no faulty robot blocks its path to p (Algorithm 2,
lines 16–17). In any other case, where the leader is blocked by some faulty robots or it is located inside SEC, it simply
moves within its Voronoi cell to some p ∈ T by breaking the current SEC (Algorithm 2, line 19).
(3) If the leader is located on T , but inside SEC, and the number of correct robots is equal to three (including the leader),
then the leader has tomove to the boundary of SEC (Algorithm 2, lines 24–27) in order tomake the two other robots
located on SEC able to move on its boundary, without breaking it, and form the first angle αL. After being on the
boundary of SEC, the leader needs to move on the boundary toward a point on T by following Restrictions 3.1 and
3.2.
The main idea of this special case is to have eventually the robot leader located on the boundary of SEC, and on its
trajectory T . After that, the two other correct robots can construct the first two edges of the formation. Note that,
we assume that the portion of the plane delimiting the trajectory of the robot leader is sufficiently larger than the
portion of the plane enclosing the smallest circle SEC of correct robots. Then, we cannot have the situation where
the complete trajectory of the leader is situated inside SEC.
After being on the trajectory, the leader checks if the formation F is formed. If the formation F is already formed by correct
robots, then the leader moves within its Voronoi cell to a desired point on its trajectory T (Algorithm 2, line 32). In the
situations where some faulty robots are located on its trajectory and block the leader frommoving, the leader can change
its trajectory until it passes the positions of faulty robots (Algorithm 2, line 34), and then go back to its trajectory.
In the case where the formation F is not yet achieved, the leader checks if some targets of the formation F are occupied
by some faulty robots. If so, then the leader moves within its Voronoi cell to some different point on its trajectory in
order to free the targets of the formation from faulty robots (Algorithm 2, line 41). Finally, if it happens that all correct
robots are located on the boundary of SEC, and all of them are unable to move on the boundary to form the first angle
αL of the polygon because they are blocked by faulty robots, then the leader needs to move to some different point on its
trajectory T within its Voronoi cell, in such a way that it breaks the current SEC (Algorithm 2, line 47).
• If robot ri is a follower, then it has to find its target on the formation F . To do so, robot ri needs to compute the angle αL,
which is equal to α, having as vertex the leader’s position L, and its bisector as the ray starting at L and passing through
the center ofSEC (computed on correct robots). The algorithm for a robot follower distinguishes the following two cases:
(1) If the first angle αL of the polygon is already formed by the leader and two correct robots, located respectively on the
two rays∆1 and∆2 (delimitingαL), then robot followers need tomove toward the remaining targets of the formation
within their Voronoi cells by excluding the two targets on ∆1 and ∆2. We mean by the angle αL is formed, the fact
that two correct robots are located respectively on∆1 and∆2, and they are located at angle α/2 from the ray passing
through the position of the leader and the center of SEC. This does not mean that these two robots are located on
their final targets on∆1 and∆2.
In the case where many correct robots form the angle αL, the two nearest robots from the leader that are located
respectively on ∆1 and ∆2 will occupy the two targets that belong to ∆1 and ∆2. Each of these robots moves to the
target that belongs to the ray in which it is located (Algorithm 3, line 17).
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(2) If the first angle αL is not yet formed (defining the first two edges of the polygon), then robot followers need to keep
SEC invariant until that angle is constructed.
In the case where the number of correct robots on the system is equal to three (including the leader), and a robot
follower ri is located inside SEC, then it has tomove to the boundary of SEC (Algorithm 3, line 26) within its Voronoi
cell. Its movement will result in three robots that are located on the boundary of SEC, which will allow two of them
tomove on the boundary of SEC and construct the angle αL. When the number of correct robots is greater than three,
and a robot ri is located inside SEC, then it moves within its Voronoi cell and SEC toward one of the targets that
belong to∆1 or∆2 in order to construct the angle αL. For a robot follower ri which is located on the boundary of SEC,
in addition to the restriction of moving within its Voronoi cell, Restrictions 3.1 and 3.2 are imposed on its movement
in order to preserve the invariance of SEC until αL is formed.
We now describe a more interesting case, where most of the correct robots are located on the boundary of SEC, and
two of these robots have to construct the angle αL. Let p1 = SEC ∩∆1 and p2 = SEC ∩∆2. Assume also ri belongs
to the boundary of SEC. When the number of correct robots is less than or equal to four robots, ri needs to move
within its Voronoi cell on SEC to nearest point p1 or p2 by following Restriction 3.2 only (Algorithm 3, line 46). This
is always possible because the central anglep1op2 (excluding the position of the leader) is less than or equal to π , so
Restriction 3.2 will not be violated, and robots on SEC can construct the angle αL.
In the case where the number of correct robots is greater than or equal to five, and most of correct robots are located
on the boundary of SEC, we need to consider the number of the correct robots that are located on the largest arc
p1p2
⌢ . If the number of correct robots located on the largest arc p1p2
⌢ is greater than two, then robots located on the
boundary of SEC can move to p1 or p2 by following Restriction 3.2 only (Algorithm 3, line 57). Otherwise, if the
number of correct robots located on the largest arc p1p2
⌢ is one or two, then the algorithm makes some of the other
correct robots located on SEC move first to the arc p1p2
⌢ , such that the number of correct robots located on this arc
becomes at least three. After that, correct robots canmove to p1 and p2 without breaking Restriction 3.2 (Algorithm3,
lines 48–54). In particular, if a robot ri is located at p1 or p2, and the number of correct robots on the largest arc p1p2
⌢
is two (including ri), then robot ri has to move from p1 or p2 toward its direct neighbor on p1p2
⌢ within its Voronoi
cell (Algorithm 3, line 52). This will allow other robots on SEC to move to p1 or p2, and then the number of correct
robots in the largest arc p1p2
⌢ becomes three. Three such robots can construct the angle αL without breaking SEC by
following Restriction 3.2.
4. Correctness of the algorithm
In this section, we prove the correctness of our algorithm by first showing that no two robots ever move to the same
location (Theorem 4.1). Second, we prove that the smallest enclosing circle remains invariant until the first two edges of
the polygon are formed (Theorem 4.5). Then, we show that all correct robots form the regular polygon in finite time after
the global stabilization time GST (Theorem 4.7). Finally, we prove that the flocking algorithm tolerates crash-finite-recovery
failures of robots (Theorem 4.8).
4.1. Collision avoidance
Theorem 4.1. Algorithm 1 is collision free.
Proof. The proof consists of showing that at any time t (before or after GST ), there is no collision between any two robots
in the system. The proof is straightforward, and derives from the fact that the movement of each robot at any time t is
restricted within its Voronoi cell, and the fact that the system is semi-synchronous. That is, when robots are activated in
parallel, they compute the same Voronoi diagram, and thus their Voronoi cells do not intersect. Furthermore, when they
are activated sequentially, the computation of robots activated at time t + 1 is based on the positions of robots after they
finished their movement at time t . This make the zones of movement of robots at time t and t + 1 exclusive, and thus their
zones of movement do not intersect at any time t . Furthermore, Voronoi diagrams are computed based on the positions of
all robots in the system, including faulty ones. So, even before GST 0, when the failure detector oracle make mistakes about
the status of correct and faulty robots, this does not cause any collisions between them. In addition, a correct robot is not
allowed to go through the location of a faulty robot at any time t , and thus it cannot end its move at the position of a faulty
robot, so even if the faulty robot recovers at time t + 1, we cannot have two correct robots located at the same position as
assumed in the system model. Finally, between GST 0 and GST , the instability of the leader election oracle does not cause
any problem of collisions between robots even if there are many leaders in the system, because the computation of Voronoi
diagrams is independent of the status and the role of robots. Theorem 4.1
4.2. Polygon formation
In this section, we first prove that Algorithm 1 allows correct robots to form the regular polygon deterministically after
the global stabilization time GST . In the following, we consider the system after the time GST has been reached. Thus, all
robots agree on the same set of correct robots, and also on the eventual leader. We first show that the leader can be located
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on its trajectory within finite time, and then we prove that the smallest circle enclosing all correct robots SEC remains
invariant from the time when the leader is located on its trajectory until the first angle αL of the polygon is formed.
Lemma 4.2. After the time GST , the leader reaches its trajectory T in finite time.
Proof. First, consider the case where the number of correct robots in the system (referred byM ) is greater than three, and
the leader ri is not located initially on T . We will show that ri reaches T in a finite number of steps. Given that the number
of robots in the system is finite, then the Voronoi cell of ri is not empty. It follows that robot ri can move at each activation
cycle by a non-zero distance (within its Voronoi cell) toward some point on T . In addition, the cycle of ri is finite, and ri is
activated infinitely often, then it can reach some point on T in a finite number of steps.
Now, consider the more interesting case where M = 3 (correct robots), and the leader ri is located inside SEC. By the
algorithm, ri has tomove to somepoint p that belongs to the boundary ofSEC, and also p should be onT since by assumption
SEC ∩ T ≠ ∅. Assume the worst case, where SEC ∩ T = {p, q}, and p and q are occupied by the two correct robots rj and
rk forming SEC. We will show that both rj and rk leave p and q in finite time, and that the leader will occupy p or q in finite
time.
By the algorithm, the leader ri has to move to some point on the boundary of SEC within its Voronoi cell when it is
located inside SEC. Observe that ri can reach the boundary of SEC in finite time by the same arguments. Let t be the time in
which the leader ri is located on the boundary of SEC. Then, at time t ′ ≥ t , rj and rk canmove on the boundary of SEC. Since
the bisector ∆ of angle αL starts at the position of the leader ri and passes though the center of SEC, then at time t , ∆ will
be changed due to the movement of the leader to the boundary of SEC. It results that robot rj and rk will leave the points
p and q in finite time because they have to adjust their move to form αL with the leader ri. By using the same arguments,
the leader ri can reach p or q in T in a finite number of steps by moving on SEC within its Voronoi cell and by following
Restriction 3.2. This completes the proof. Lemma 4.2
We first state two lemmas that derive trivially from Algorithm 1.
Lemma 4.3. No correct robot ever moves beyond the boundary of the smallest circle enclosing correct robots unless the angle αL
is formed.
Lemma 4.4. All correct robots located on the boundary of the smallest enclosing circle remain on that boundary until the angle
αL is constructed.
The following theorem is a direct consequence from Lemmas 4.3 and 4.4.
Theorem 4.5. After GST , the smallest circle enclosing all correct robots SEC remains invariant until the angle αL is formed.
Lemma 4.6. After the time GST , the first angle of the polygon αL is constructed by the leader and two correct robots in finite time.
Proof. We consider the system after the time GST has been reached, and thus by definition of the♦P failure detector and
the leader election oracle, all robots agree on the same set of correct robots, and also on the leader. First, by Lemma 4.2,
the leader can be located on trajectory T in finite time. Second, observe that there exists exactly one line that starts at the
position of the leader and passes through the center of SEC because the leader is unique. Also, the center of SEC is unique
because SEC is invariant by Theorem 4.5. So, there exists exactly one angle αL having as angle vertex the position of the
leader and∆ as a bisector.
Let∆1 and∆2 be, respectively, the two rays starting at the position of leader ri, and located at angle α/2 from∆ in both
directions. The angle αL is constructed by the position of the leader ri as the angle vertex, and the two correct robots that
will be located, respectively on∆1 and∆2. Let p1 and p2 be the intersection, respectively, of∆1 and∆2 with SEC. We first
show that the angle αL is constructed in finite time whenM = 3 correct robots. Then, we give the proof forM > 3. Assume
nowM = 3, then we distinguish the following cases:
• The leader ri is located on the boundary of SEC with the two other robots rj and rk. We first assume that rj and rk are not
blocked by faulty robots on SEC. We will easily show that in a finite number of steps, rj and rk will reach p1 and p2. By
the algorithm, the leader ri is on trajectory T , then it does not move. Observe that robots rj and rk are able to move on
SEC to p1 and p2 without breaking Restriction 3.2 because the central angle p1op2 formed by the endpoints of the arc
p1p2
⌢ , excluding the position of the leader, is less than π . Also, the the activation cycle of robots is finite, and at each cycle
they can progress by non-zero distance to p1 or p2. Thus, αL can be constructed in finite time.
The case where rj and rk are blocked by faulty robots on SEC is handled as a special case by the leader by moving to a
different point on trajectory T . This results in a new SEC, and rj and rk become unblocked.• The leader ri is located inside SEC, and the two other correct robots rj and rk form SEC (i.e., they are located on the
diameter). This case is interesting because the leader has to move to a point that belongs to trajectory T , and also to
the boundary of SEC (otherwise, rj and rk cannot form αL because they are not allowed to move by Restriction 3.1). By
Lemma 4.2, the leader ri can be located in finite time on some point on its trajectory T , and also on the boundary of SEC.
Consequently, this situation is reduced to the above case, and the lemma holds for this case.
• The leader ri, and one correct robot, say rj (without loss of generality), are located on the circumference of SEC, and the
other correct robot rk is located inside SEC. This case is trivial because robot rk can reach the boundary of SEC in finite
time, and then this situation is reduced to the same case discussed above.
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We now assume that the number of correct robots is greater than 3, and we show that αL can be constructed in finite
time. First, assume thatM = 4. Assume without loss of generality that robots rj and rk are the two robots that will form the
angle αL. We will show that in a finite number of steps, rj and rk will reach p1 and p2. By the algorithm, the leader ri is on
trajectory T , so it does not move. Observe that even if robots rj and rk are located on the boundary of SEC, they are able to
move on SEC to p1 and p2 without breaking Restriction 3.2 because the central anglep1op2 formed by the endpoints of the
arc p1p2
⌢ is equal to π sinceM = 4. Also, the the activation cycle of robots is finite, and at each cycle they can progress by a
non-zero distance to p1 or p2. Thus, αL can be constructed in finite time.
We finally assume thatM ≥ 5, and show that αL can be constructed in finite time by Algorithm 1. In this case, the central
angle p1op2 formed by the endpoints of the largest arc p1p2
⌢ , excluding the position of the leader, is strictly greater than π .
This case becomes tricky if all correct robots are located on SEC, and the number of correct robots located on the largest
arc p1p2
⌢ is one or two robots, and the other remaining correct robots are located between the leader L and p1 or between
L and p2. The algorithm handles this case by making the number of correct robots located on the largest arc p1p2
⌢ three or
more robots in a finite number of steps. Observe that the number of correct robots located on the largest arc p1p2
⌢ is at least
one, and the position of this robot is different from p1 and p2, otherwise SEC does not exist. By the algorithm, one of the
correct robots located on SEC can occupy p1 or p2 in finite time. Then, the number of correct robots located on the largest
arc p1p2
⌢ becomes two. By the algorithm, the new robot located on p1 or p2 has to move within its Voronoi cell toward its
direct neighbor located on the largest arc p1p2
⌢ by following Restriction 3.2, and thus it can leave p1 or p2 in finite time. Thus,
the remaining correct robots located between L and p1 or between L and p2 become able tomove, and one of them can reach
p1 or p2 in finite time. As a result, we will have three correct robots located on the largest arc p1p2
⌢ , and then two of them
can reach p1 and p2 without breaking Restriction 3.2.
If it happens that all correct robots are located on the boundary of SEC, and they are unable to move to p1 or p2 because
they are blocked by faulty robots, then this case is handled as a special case by the algorithm, where the leader has to move
in order to modify the current SEC and make correct robots able to move. This case can be also reduced to the general case
in finite time after the movement of the leader to a different point on the trajectory.
As a conclusion, in every possible case, αL is constructed in finite time, and the lemma holds. Lemma 4.6
Theorem 4.7. After GST , all correct robots reach their targets on the polygon in finite time.
Proof. We consider the system after the time GST has been reached. From Lemma 4.6, it is trivial that the robot leader is on
its final target of the polygon. Also, by the algorithm, after the construction of the angle αL, all correct robots compute the
same targets of the polygon F = (P1, . . . , PM). Now, we show that robots reach their targets on the polygon in finite time.
We consider the following cases. First, the target of a robot follower is occupied by a faulty robot, then by Algorithm 1, such
a target will be changed in finite time due to the movement of the leader.
Now consider that the target Pi of a robot follower ri is not occupied by a faulty robot. If Pi ∈ Vcellri , then ri reaches its
target Pi in finite time because its cycle is finite by assumption, and each robot is activated infinitely often by the system
model. In the case where Pi /∈ Vcellri , we will show that in finite number of steps, robot ri will have a target Pj ∈ Vcellri . Since,
the number of correct robots is finite, and a robot can always progress by a non-zero distance toward a selected target, then
in finite number of steps, each robot will have a target on the polygon that is within its Voronoi cell, and thus all robots
gradually reach their targets on the polygon in finite time. Theorem 4.7
4.3. Fault-tolerant flocking
Theorem 4.8. Algorithm 1 is a fault-tolerant flocking algorithm that tolerates permanent crash failures, and also crash-finite-
recovery failures of robots.
Proof. Let us consider the system after the global stabilization time GST . By the algorithm, stable correct robots are deter-
mined in finite time by the eventually perfect failure detector oracle. Also, unstable robots that crash and then recoverwithin
finite time will be included in the list of correct robots by the eventually perfect failure detector oracle. Since Algorithm 1 is
oblivious, and it does not depend on past computations and observations, handling the recovery of some robot can be seen
as an initial configuration, and a new activation for that robot. Thus, the recovery of robots is implicitly encapsulated by the
oblivious feature of the algorithm. By Theorem 4.1, there are no collisions between any two robots in the system, and by
Theorem 4.7, the polygon is formed by correct robots dynamically in a finite number of steps. Finally, after the construction
of the polygon, the robot leader moves on the trajectory, and robot followers adjust their movements. Consequently, Algo-
rithm 1 is a dynamic flocking algorithm that tolerates permanent and crash-finite-recovery failures of robots. Theorem 4.8
5. Conclusion
In this paper, we studied the fault-tolerant flocking problem in the permanent and crash-recovery model. We first
proposed a rigorous definition of the fault-tolerant flocking problem. Then, we presented a fault-tolerant algorithm for
oblivious robots in a semi-synchronous system that tolerates crash-finite-recovery failures of robots. The algorithm relies
on an eventually perfect failure detector device to detect the failures of robots, and also on an eventual leader election
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mechanism to elect a leader dynamically. The algorithm guarantees that correct robots realize the flocking by forming, and
maintaining infinitely often, a regular polygon while following the movement of a dynamic robot leader on its trajectory. In
this paper, we studied fault-tolerant flocking, when the formation is a regular polygon, however our flocking algorithm can
also be adapted easily for arbitrary pattern formation. Our solution ensures no collision between robots during the entire
execution of the algorithm. In addition, it is robust in the sense that it can tolerate additions, removals and relocations of
any of the robots because of its oblivious feature. Our algorithm is the first to consider crash and recovery failures of robots
for the flocking problem. Furthermore, wemade less assumptions on the capabilities of robots. However some assumptions
that are necessary for the identification of failures of robots were encapsulated in the failure detection oracle. In our future
work, wewould like to consider the flocking problemwith crash and recovery in asynchronous systems. Doing so will allow
us to understand the minimal assumptions under which the flocking problem is solvable in the presence of faulty robots.
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